
Little Sweet 851 

Chapter 851: Why’s my phone so dirty 

 

The photos from the third theme were taken at a scenic spot in city S. The two of them wore the same 

outfit from a certain well-known local brand and the photos were shot in a beautiful and secluded 

bamboo forest that had an ancient feeling to it. 

[Damn! What are Luo Chen and Gong Xu wearing? They look too good, eh!] 

[It’s a brand from our very own country. They have ladieswear as well. The prices aren’t too steep and 

the clothes look good, much better than those international big brand names!] 

[The location of the shoot looks really good too! The background is too pretty! I feel like going on a 

vacation now!] 

[?Let’s form a group and go together!] 

... 

After this group of images was freshly released, aside from the netizens commenting like crazy, the 

clothing brand that Gong Xu and Luo Chen wore and their shooting location also became popular. 

However, nobody expected that the most explosive image wasn’t the one on the cover nor the photos 

from the third theme, but it was the company photo that Xiao Yu Tong suggested they?take... 

[?VIVI?magazine official Weibo: An exclusive interview fresh out of the oven with a company photo. 

More exciting content in this upcoming issue of?VIVI?is waiting for you, oh~ 

@Ageoftheimmortalsmedia] 

This Weibo post was very simple. It only had a short paragraph of words and a photo. 

In the photo, Ye Wanwan was sitting on the sofa with one hand languidly supporting her head. Her lazy 

and?careless?eyes glanced?casually at the camera?and were as dazzling as the stars in the galaxy. Luo 

Chen?was standing?tall and straight and he?stood?next to her?with a solemn expression. Meanwhile, 

Gong Xu didn’t?have a necktie on his?suit. The first two buttons on his suit were unfastened and he 

looked at the camera, glowing with vigor. Felix held a rose?in his hand by the side and looked extremely 

elegant... 

Initially, everyone was talking about how beautiful the bamboo forest was, but after seeing this photo, 

they were all dumbfounded. 

In a certain office in Imperial City: 

Damn—— 

One of the female staff, who was slacking away, got so excited that she knocked over the cup on her 

desk. She didn’t even care and hurriedly sent this photo to the group chat with her colleagues. 

“Hurry, go over to?VIVI’?s official Weibo. The little editor has made another big move...” 



At the same time, the number of comments under the post was continually increasing. 

[AHHHHHHH! Damn! What did I just see?! Why’s my phone so dirty!?VIVIsimply knows my old Fujoshi 

heart too well!] 

[You told me this is a company photo? This is simply a feast for the eyes! I’m dying to know what 

company this is; I wanna work there! I wanna work there! I don’t even mind sweeping the floor!] 

[I’ll go clean the toilets! Don’t fight with me for the toilets!] 

[Sh*t, the above commenter is too shameless eh!] 

[Little editor, please post more photos! Hand over the photos and we’ll spare your life!!!] 

... 

The number of shares, comments, and likes were increasing exponentially. Numerous “sight-seeing” [2] 

groups of screen-lickers [1] started looking for related information about this company. The number of 

fans on Ye Wanwan and Ye Mu Fan’s Weibo accounts started to soar as well. 

The current situation for all four of their Weibo accounts right now was: Gong Xu was a blabbermouth, 

posting all sorts of nonsense every day; Luo Chen was a workaholic – almost every post was work-

related, usually posting advertisements with brands he was working with; and Ye Mu Fan’s Weibo was 

filled with practical information and posts about styling. All three of their Weibos had numerous 

personal photos and almost every photo was shared by the “sight-seeing” group. 

As for Ye Wanwan, she used Dazzling media’s Weibo to make posts from when she started working 

there and hadn’t created an account for herself until recently. She only created this Weibo after 

registering her own company. There weren’t any photos, not to mention a post... only an 

announcement about the establishment of?Age of the Immortals media... 

Chapter 852: By your side forever 

 

The fans were so excited that they were screaming and begging for more photos, begging to reveal their 

faces and even begging to debut... 

[Damn damn damn! This guy is actually the boss of the company and not an artist?] 

[What’s up with their boss looking so good, huh? Little bro, please debut! I have to be your VIP even if 

I have to go there to pick up garbage!]? 

In the office, Ye Wanwan browsed through the comments on the post and was somewhat speechless. 

Not only Xiao Yu Tong and Chai Yong Li, but even Ye Wanwan herself didn’t expect that this photo would 

cause such a huge reaction. 

Gong Xu was laughing heartily by the side. “Hahahahaha... Ye-ge, I think they make a lot of sense – why 

don’t you just debut?!” 

Ye Wanwan gave him side-eye. “Just looking after you is enough to keep me busy.” 



Debut? I don’t want to be drowned in a certain someone’s sea of jealousy... 

... 

Meanwhile, at the entrance of Worldwide media: 

Piercing screams from fans could be heard and countless crazy fans of Han Xian Yu were holding banners 

as the security guards blocked two sides to make way for Han Xian Yu. 

“AHHHHH—— Han Xian Yu, Han Xian Yu, I love you!” 

“Hubby, I miss you to death!” 

Recently, Han Xian Yu was overseas for a confined filming and had just returned to the country today. 

The second the car door opened, Han Xuan Yu got off slowly in his shades and mask. When he saw the 

fans at the entrance, he took off his mask and smiled warmly at everyone, waving at them. 

The fans immediately screamed excitedly like they were about to faint. 

After he greeted his fans, Han Xian Yu strode towards the company building and the smile on his face 

gradually disappeared. There was an icy-cold and angry aura around him. 

His manager, Fei Yang, wiped his sweat. He carefully followed behind him and tried to explain, “Xian Yu, 

sorry about it. I really didn’t mean to hide the Ye Bai thing from you, but you were filming a crucial shot 

and I didn’t want you to be distracted!” 

Han Xian Yu pulled out his phone and glanced disapprovingly at Fei Yang. 

Fei Yang felt guilty and coughed lightly. “Alright, alright, I know you and Ye Bai are really close and was 

afraid you’d do something rash. Ye Bai fought with the company so badly and even took Gong Xu, Luo 

Chen and Felix away at the same time. Worldwide HQ also ordered that no artists from Worldwide 

should have any connections with Ye Bai...” 

Fei Yang was anxiously trying to explain when he saw Han Xian Yu’s fingers tapping on Ye Bai’s personal 

Weibo. 

Fei Yang was aghast. “Uh... Xian... Xian Yu... what are you doing... don’t...” 

He hadn’t completed his sentence when Han Xian Yu shared Ye Bai’s Weibo post announcing the 

establishment of his company using his own account. He also swiftly typed a paragraph of 

words:?[Congratulations on the birth of Age of the Immortals media – tigers live in the woods and 

dragons belong to the vast?sea, but you belong to a bigger world! As long as you need me, I’ll be by 

your side forever!] 

When Fei Yang saw the four words: “Your post was successful”... 

Fei Yang immediately fell into despair and held his head. “...” 

He knew this would happen... 

A?y, Xian Yu is just too loyal, but I can’t blame him for it. After all, when he was at his lowest, when the 

company, his fans, and the whole world disregarded him, it was Ye Bai who saved him. 



If it wasn’t for Ye Bai, who made vigorous efforts to turn the tide, maybe Han Xian Yu would now... 

He couldn’t even dare to think what would’ve happened to Xian Yu if Ye Bai wasn’t there to handle the 

crisis that time... 

Chapter 853: The price for being stupid 

 

Worldwide conference room: 

Chu Hong Guang, Cai Yong Sheng, the top management and shareholders were all present. 

The looks on their faces were different and their eyes seemed to fall on Chu Hong Guang. 

Chairman Chu wanted to give some authority and a lucrative job to his own family member. That was 

understandable, but it wasn’t altogether inexcusable either, but who could’ve expected that this Cai 

Yong Sheng would be so stupid to chase Ye Bai away? 

Outsiders had no idea how Ye Bai was recruited by Worldwide at such a young age without any power 

or backing, but the people present at HQ now knew the reason very clearly in their hearts. 

The incident involving Han Xian Yu molesting a child had a very negative impact – even the company was 

dragged into it and Worldwide was helpless. It was Ye Bai who offered his services and executed a 

perfect plan to solve the crisis, which gave him the chance to enter Worldwide. 

This Cai Yong Sheng, an idiot who relied on his relations with Chu Hong Guang, actually wanted to 

compete with him? 

If he was respectful, it would’ve been fine to recruit a capable general. But the annoying part was that 

Cai Yong Sheng was dumb and made everything such a terrible mess. Right now, not only?was Ye Bai 

gone, but he even took two hottest artists and?a stylist from Dazzling. 

Even when Worldwide “shut him out,” Ye Bai still made a breakthrough just by relying on a magazine 

cover. 

Any industry insiders who were slightly more knowledgeable would know that although it seemed like a 

simple cover shoot, it marketed the fashion industry, entertainment industry, and tourism industry, 

crossing?multiple boundaries at once – it could even be considered a classic example?of a 

counterattack?to?traditional media! 

According to the latest news, the country’s famous tourism sector already?reached an agreement to 

collaborate and signed a contract with Luo Chen and Gong Xu to be their tourism ambassadors. Also, the 

well-known clothing brand in China also invited them to be their spokespeople. 

These were top-level positions that would be difficult for a big company like Worldwide to obtain! 

Even though everyone knew where the problem lay, everybody still gave Chu Hong Guang some face 

and nobody pointed it out bluntly. 



Cai Yong Sheng, who was hard-pressed on every side, gritted his teeth and said, “This Ye Bai... not only 

did he take the company’s artists away, but he even blackened the reputation of the artists under me by 

using all sorts of underhand methods. He should be punished harshly! Chairman Chu, this...” 

“SHUT UP!” Chu Hong Guang was suppressing a bellyful of anger, but when he heard his nephew 

speaking this way and not learning from his mistakes, he became even more agitated. 

Cai Yong Sheng didn’t have any choice but to suppress his anger himself. 

Chu Hong Guang scanned the people in the conference room and said in a low voice, “What suggestions 

do you guys have?” 

Everyone looked at one another. One of the middle-aged shareholders wearing a blue-gray suit spoke 

up: “Haha, chairman Chu, as the shareholders, we obviously want to work in a way where we can earn 

the most profits. Since Ye Bai is capable, why don’t we just hire him back again!” 

Cai Yong Sheng’s face froze. “No way!” 

Where am I going to put my face if I hire Ye Bai back right now? Would I still have a place at Dazzling? 

At this moment, a certain higher-up said, “I’m afraid this isn’t appropriate. After all, we have to take into 

account the image of our company. No matter what, Ye Bai took two artists and left the company – if we 

hired him back after what happened, wouldn’t we be encouraging that sort of behavior?” 

Cai Yong Sheng chimed in immediately, “Exactly, exactly! That’s right. Not only should we not hire him 

back, but we need to teach him a lesson. We have to kill the chicken to warn the monkey [1]...” 

The moment Cai Yong Sheng said that, Han Xian Yu and Fei Yang walked into the conference room. 

Han Xian Yu’s public reputation was second to none in the industry. Ever since that incident, he was the 

walking signboard of Worldwide and was also one of the shareholders at Worldwide, so he was entitled 

to join the conference. 

Chapter 854: The birth of a new CP 

 

A few minutes ago, Han Xian Yu shared Ye Bai’s Weibo post and it caused quite a stir. 

[Ow ow ow! Little angel Xian Yu is finally posting on his Weibo after disappearing for so long! Wait 

wait... what did I just see? Did little angel just share the post by the boss of Age of the Immortals, Ye 

Bai?] 

[Tigers live in the woods and dragons belong to the vast?sea – this sounds so domineering! If even 

Xian Yu said this, this hottie must really be quite amazing, huh!] 

[I’ll support whoever little angel Xian Yu supports. I’ll cheer Ye Bai on!] 

[“As long as you need me, I’ll be by your side forever!” This sounds too provocative, ahhhh! It’s like 

watching the birth of a new CP!] 



[Aiyo, damn. Wait a minute, that rumored gay partner of little angel Xian Yu, who he’s very close to, 

can’t be Ye Bai-ge ge, can it? If that’s the case, this is true love!] 

... 

Ever since the child molestation case ended, Han Xian Yu focused on acting and rarely appeared in 

public and the media. He didn’t even post on his Weibo very often and some fans realized that the 

occasional posts he made always mentioned one person. 

For example: 

[Somebody said that my left profile looks better?] 

[I let someone read my fortune today. In the end, he could only read someone else’s but not mine.] 

[*Cough* When a certain someone is drunk, it’s really... indescribable...] 

Han Xian Yu’s fans were already speculating about this “someone” he kept referring to, and now, they 

connected it to Ye Bai. After all, ever since that incident, Han Xian Yu rarely talked about his own friends 

aside from that one... 

In the conference room: 

Upon seeing Han Xian Yu appear, Cai Yong Sheng’s face turned extremely ugly. 

He just saw the post Han Xian Yu shared! 

Cai Yong Sheng scoffed and looked at Han Xian Yu. He said gloomily, “Oh, I was wondering who it was – 

so it’s our superstar, Han! Indeed, when one gains fame, his wings harden – he actually openly violated 

the company’s orders and shared that Weibo post, publicly indicating his support for Ye Bai! I’d like to 

know just what you were thinking, eh?” 

Han Xian Yu glanced at Cai Yong Sheng coldly. “The way I work is none of your business.” 

“You...” Cai Yong Sheng was embarrassed and his face turned red. He immediately pointed at Han Xian 

Yu’s nose and started yelling, “HAN XIAN YU, ARE YOU TRYING TO REBEL LIKE YE BAI, HUH?! Since you 

support him so much, why didn’t you leave the company with him!” 

When Han Xian Yu heard that, he replied indifferently, “Sure.” 

The moment Han Xian Yu said that, Cai Yong Sheng went silent all of a sudden and the look of ridicule on 

his face froze. The entire conference room was in complete silence as well. 

This... 

Nobody expected this would happen... 

Cai Yong Sheng was dumbstruck. His face was the color of pig’s liver at this point. “Han Xian Yu, you... 

what do you mean...” 

Han Xian Yu replied expressionlessly, “The literal meaning – didn’t director Cai ask me to leave the 

company?” 



“I... I...” Cold sweat started dripping. 

Cai Yong Sheng had suppressed too much anger inside and didn’t dare vent at the top management and 

shareholders, so he chose a pushover and vented his anger at Han Xian Yu instead. 

Who knew that Han Xian Yu, who had always been gentle and easy-going, would have such a harsh 

attitude now... 

Although Luo Chen and Gong Xu were very popular at the moment, they could be easily replaced by 

newbies. Meanwhile, Han Xian Yu was like Worldwide Entertainment’s ambassador. After he was 

acquitted of that molestation case, it caused a huge effect on society because he had always been 

charitable but was framed and slandered by others. Today, his popularity and favor with the public were 

unparalleled in the entire entertainment industry! 

The few individuals who left with Ye Bai already left Cai Yong Sheng beaten black and blue; if Han Xian 

Yu was also chased out by him, he would be finished!!! 

Chapter 855: Get out of the company 

 

Chu Hong Guang turned to Cai Yong Sheng with a darkened expression. “Yong Sheng, apologize to Xian 

Yu!” 

Cai Yong Sheng immediately blew up, “Why should I apologize to him? He’s just a lowly actor – who is he 

that I have to apologize to him, huh! He should be the one apologizing to me!” 

He already lost enough face the past few days; it was absolutely impossible for him to apologize to an 

entertainer in public. 

Han Xian Yu wasn’t like Ye Bai and the others. As the pillar of Worldwide, how he was treated was very 

different – all the resources in Worldwide were given to him, so how could he simply leave for someone 

like Ye Bai... 

In reality, Cai Yong Sheng truly thought too lowly of?Han Xian Yu. With his?talents, he didn’t have to rely 

on the company?anymore and?it was the company?that relied on him instead. 

Chu Hong Guang obviously knew this fact and he slammed the table. “CAI YONG SHENG! Shut the h*ll 

up! I want you to apologize, do you hear me?” 

Han Xian Yu didn’t even bother looking at Cai Yong Sheng. He turned towards Chu Hong Guang, who was 

sitting on the main seat, and said indifferently, “Chairman Chu, no need for that. If there’s nothing else, 

please arrange for the lawyer to handle the contract terminations for me and Yang-ge.” 

After Han Xian Yu finished speaking, he bowed towards Chu Hong Guang and considered this his final 

farewell to the first company he worked at. 

Then he left immediately without saying a word. 

Behind him, Fei Yang looked at Han Xian Yu’s departing figure and wanted to say something, but in the 

end, he didn’t. 



“Han Xian Yu! You...” 

Before Cai Yong Sheng could complete his sentence, Fei Yang already interrupted him, “Director Cai, I 

advise you to stop using the same trick you used on Ye Bai. Ye Bai was an upright guy, so he didn’t take 

revenge or make your scandals public. I’m not the same though...” 

Fei Yang paused and waved his phone before he continued, “Oh, right, I recorded everything you said 

just now.” 

If Cai Yong Sheng wanted to write an article about Han Xian Yu leaving, that would be too naive... 

Since he wanted to leave, he naturally had to make sure he could walk out cleanly. He didn’t want to 

give Cai Yong Sheng anything he could use against him. Therefore, when he noticed that things weren’t 

going well, he already turned on the recorder with a subtle reminder from Han Xian Yu in order to avoid 

getting counter-attacked. 

After all, this was the trick Cai Yong Sheng usually used! 

In fact, with Han Xian Yu’s current status, he could’ve already left on his own long ago. Many artists like 

him already left their companies and started their own studios. 

Fei Yang was already in the middle of helping Han Xian Yu plan and prepare, and they also talked about 

it many times before, but Han Xian Yu hadn’t made a firm decision and Fei Yang wasn’t sure what he 

was waiting for either. 

He didn’t expect that in the end, Han Xian Yu would leave the company like that... 

A sudden thought came to Fei Yang...?He couldn’t have been waiting for this day all along, right? 

... 

Upon seeing Han Xian Yu and Fei Yang actually leaving like that, Cai Yong Sheng was stunned. Beads of 

cold sweat formed on his forehead and he was in disbelief... 

Seeing how things were developing, the top management and shareholders were looking at Cai Yong 

Sheng like he was a fool. 

This Cai Yong Sheng really thinks that as the nephew of chairman Chu, he can rule Worldwide? 

Nevermind that he strutted around and flaunted his power in a small subsidiary company like Dazzling, 

but he didn’t know how to exercise restraint even at Worldwide HQ! 

Many of the top management disliked this dumb Cai Yong Sheng and at this moment, they were all 

anticipating a good show. 

After causing such a huge mess, even Chu Hong Guang could no longer protect him. 

With Chu Hong Guang’s patience towards Cai Yong Sheng reaching its limit, he said, “You... go to the 

finance department to get your pay and go the h*ll back to your mother!” 

Cai Yong Sheng finally panicked. “Wh-what... uncle! How could you do this to me?!” 

Chapter 856: Too manly! 



 

In Chu Hong Guang’s office: 

His assistant tried to advise him cautiously, “Chairman Chu, calm down, don’t be so mad... actually, you 

should know that sooner or later... we wouldn’t have been able to keep Han Xian Yu anyway...” 

Still enraged, Chu Hong Guang replied, “Of course I knew he’d leave sooner or later, but it could’ve been 

more peaceful. How would it have compared to this situation right now?” 

In the future, even if Han Xian Yu left, it would ideally be under better conditions. He was still groomed 

by their company and if he did well on his own, glory would still go to their company. 

Moreover, if he wanted to leave the company of his own volition, he’d be in the wrong; they would still 

have control and speaking power, so public opinion?would certainly be on their side.?In the future, if 

they wanted to collaborate with him, they would definitely get priority. 

But right now? With the advantage falling into the hands of others, everything was screwed up by that 

idiot who couldn’t achieve anything and only knew how to ruin things! 

The little secretary then knocked on the door and came in. “Chairman Chu, director Cai is outside. He’s 

making a scene and wants to see you...” 

“Ask him to get lost!” 

“Yes!” The little secretary scurried away. 

Chu Hong Guang raged in fury but calmed down very shortly afterward. He had numerous companies 

and subsidiaries under Worldwide, and he had countless influential people and A-listers around him, so 

losing just a couple of staff members from Dazzling would only mean slightly lesser profits. It was no big 

deal. 

As for Han Xian Yu, Chu Hong Guang could only send people to meditate the situation quickly... 

Now, the most urgent matter wasn’t these trivial things, but... his sworn enemy, Emperor Sky 

Entertainment! 

He heard that the Ye family’s eldest daughter, Ye Yiyi, would soon be engaged to the Gu family’s 

successor, Gu Yue Ze. When that time came, with such a powerful union, the impact on Worldwide 

would be even greater... 

... 

“WOW! Ye-ge ge, come and look at this. Xian Yu-ge is too manly!” 

Ye Wanwan was busy doing her work when Gong Xu suddenly howled and ran over to her with his 

phone. Then she saw that Han Xian Yu actually shared her Weibo post. 

Ye Wanwan: “Xian Yu is back...” 

She knew Han Xian Yu had been overseas filming and if she didn’t remember wrong, today was the day 

he returned home. 



So... he must’ve shared her Weibo post as soon as he resumed contact with the outside world... 

And he did it even when Worldwide ordered all the artists internally that they weren’t to have any 

connections with her... 

Ye Wanwan looked at those phrases “You belong to a bigger world” and “As long as you need me, I’ll be 

by your side forever” and felt a warmth in her heart. 

In her previous life, she found herself utterly isolated and died a lonely death, but right now, she had so 

many true friends around her... 

Ye Mu Fan nodded and spoke in a brother-in-law manner, “This artist, Han Xian Yu, isn’t bad, huh! Our 

mom... *cough* my mom is a fan of his! She watches his drama every single day and watches his 

advertisements on repeat...” 

Luo Chen looked worried. “Since senior Xian Yu shared a Weibo post like this, would Worldwide make 

things hard for him...?” 

They were chatting away when they suddenly heard Xiao Qing’s screams from the front desk outside. 

“AHHHH—— Xian... Xian Yu!!!” 

Xiao Qing and Dong Zai were artists’ assistants and were paid by the artists; they weren’t affiliated with 

the company, so after they left Dazzling to work with Ye Bai, Xiao Qing had to work at the front desk 

temporarily as they hadn’t had time to recruit proper staff members. 

Ye Wanwan heard the commotion outside and instinctively turned to look at the entrance. 

In the next second, she saw a handsome young man wearing a windbreaker appearing at her office 

door, dusty and travel-worn. 

Chapter 857: A gift for you 

 

Han Xian Yu looked at her. There was warmth all over his dusty face as he said, “Ye Bai, it’s been long.” 

Ye Wanwan hadn’t expected that Han Xian Yu would appear before her in person right after she saw his 

Weibo post, so she was still quite shocked. “Uh, Xian Yu... why are you here?” 

Han Xian Yu raised his brows subtly then said, “Congratulations on your new company. I’m here to 

present you with a gift.” 

Ye Wanwan hadn’t snapped back to her senses yet. “Gift? What gift?” 

Han Xian Yu nodded. “En, myself.” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 

Gong Xu: “!!!” 

Seeing the normally swift and decisive Ye Wanwan actually in a daze, Han Xian Yu’s eyes revealed a tinge 

of laughter. “Will you accept me?” 



Ye Wanwan was dazzled by the young man’s charming smile and she took half a day to return to her 

senses. “Ah?” 

Behind Han Xian Yu, Fei Yang looked at his artist and choked slightly. The corners of his lips twitched and 

he was speechless. He was cursing in his heart.We’re just here to discuss collaboration; why must you 

sound so provocative? Anyway, the other party is a man, alright... 

He’s never been so flirty even with a girl before... 

*Cough* “It’s like this, director Ye... wrong, I should call you chairman Ye now. We’re here to join your 

company!” Fei Yang explained. 

However, Ye Wanwan became even more shocked after Fei Yang’s explanation. “What... join my 

company?” 

Han Xian Yu: “Why? We’re not welcome here?” 

Ye Wanwan’s mind was a mess and she held her forehead. “Wait wait wait wait... let me digest this a 

little – you belong to Worldwide, how could you...” 

Han Xian Yu replied, “I terminated my contract with Worldwide an hour ago.” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 

This news... is simply too sudden... 

Han Xian Yu actually terminated his contract with Worldwide and wants to join my company? 

She knew Han Xian Yu always valued friendships and because she helped him before, he always looked 

out for her. She was very touched that he supported her openly, but Ye Wanwan never expected that he 

would actually do this... 

Gong Xu widened his eyes while Luo Chen and Ye Mu Fan looked at each other. They were all stunned. 

Han Xian Yu wants to join our company? 

From an established and big company like Worldwide to a small start-up like us? 

Ye Wanwan’s expression gradually turned stern and she warned, “Xian Yu, this isn’t a small matter. 

Don’t be impulsive and let your emotions affect your decisions. I just started this company not long ago 

and it’s still very new; not everything is on track yet and with Gong Xu and Luo Chen under me, I’ll be 

very busy for sure. With your talent and abilities, there’s no need for you to come over to our side. Even 

if you didn’t mind, with our company’s abilities, we won’t be able to...” 

Before Ye Wanwan could finish, Han Xian Yu interrupted her and looked at her firmly. “Ye Bai, I know 

this and that’s why my manager is still Yang-ge. He’ll be in charge of my assignments. I’ll get my own 

assistant and you don’t have to worry about my acting so you can busy yourself with your own matters. 

You don’t have to worry about me at all.” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 

Oh, please! That’s not the main point ah, hello... 



Also, since you don’t need me, why do you want to come over to my side?? 

Ye Wanwan was between laughter and tears as she looked at Han Xian Yu. “When you put it this way... 

it really sounds like I’d be taking advantage of you, ah... I won’t allow this for sure...” 

Han Xian Yu laughed. “Boss Ye, I don’t even mind being taken advantage of, so why should you?” 

Chapter 858: Another one vying for favor 

 

“...” Ye Wanwan was speechless. She finally spoke up after a long time: “Xian Yu, I view you as a friend, 

so I can’t take advantage of you like that.” 

Han Xian Yu looked at her. “You understand we’re friends too, huh? Then why didn’t you even call me 

when you were going through a difficult time? Did you know how I felt after I heard what happened? 

You made me feel as though you didn’t really treat me as a friend after we’ve known each other for so 

long...” 

Han Xian Yu looked hurt as he spoke. 

Seeing that Han Xian Yu misunderstood, Ye Wanwan hurriedly explained, “How could that be... I 

expected this to happen... I could resolve things myself... anyway, I knew you were filming a movie 

overseas, so I didn’t want to bother you...” 

Knowing that Han Xian Yu was an artist from Worldwide and was technically in the middle of the 

conflict, how could she have sought him out to ask him for help? 

But Ye Wanwan still felt somewhat guilty, probably because she lived two lives and had gone through 

quite a bit, so she wasn’t willing to really lay her heart bare to other people and would never rely on 

others for matters that she could handle herself... 

Seeing how anxious Ye Wanwan was, Han Xian Yu’s expression turned gentler and he spoke in a serious 

manner, “Ye Bai, I told you before that I was actually planning to leave Worldwide already but I was too 

lazy to start my own studio. I’m great at acting, but as for operating a business, I know nothing about it 

and I hate wasting my energy on these things. However, you’re smart and capable; all we’re missing is 

some networks and opportunities. If we work together, we’re merely taking what we need and nobody 

is taking advantage of anyone – is it more okay if I put it that way?” 

Seems like Han Xian Yu is serious this time and he’s already made a decision... 

Ye Wanwan was in a pickle. So, she turned to the other three people in the room. “What do you guys 

think?” 

After all, they were also the shareholders of the company. 

Ye Mu Fan sized Han Xian Yu up with glistening eyes. The more he looked, the more satisfied he was. 

Although he didn’t want his younger sister to be seduced by some other guy, he knew she would have to 

get married someday and if he had to choose, Han Xian Yu was the one he found most pleasing to the 

eyes at the moment! 



After all, decorating something that was already perfect was easy, but delivering coal in the snow was 

tough – there was definitely no issue with this guy’s character. Furthermore, the empress dowager (their 

mother) at home liked him too. Maybe he would be able to kick away that wild man who used his looks 

to trick others. 

Hence, Ye Mu Fan answered immediately, “I think Xian Yu’s right and what he said makes sense! I’m 

okay to having Xian Yu join us! Boss, what are you worried about, huh? Where did your domineering 

spirit go?” 

“At a sh*tty place like Worldwide, Xian Yu already reached his peak and he wouldn’t benefit if he stayed 

on! If you’re worried that he’s going to suffer by joining us, you should personally push him to strive for 

more!” 

What Ye Mu Fan said really enticed Ye Wanwan; he seemed to understand his younger sister very well! 

Indeed, the moment he said that, Ye Wanwan’s expression relaxed... 

After that, Luo Chen spoke up as well: “I agree to having senior Xian Yu join us too.” 

Ye Mu Fan spoke eagerly, “Since everyone’s in agreement, it’s confirmed! Xian Yu, welcome to the 

team!” 

Ye Mu Fan was about to shake hands with Han Xian Yu when Gong Xu pounced over. “Damn! Is young 

master (I) invisible? I didn’t get a chance to speak! I object! OBJECT!” 

Damn it! Alert alert! Red alert! 

Another one coming to snatch Ye-ge away from me, and he’s such a formidable rival! 

Han Xian Yu was well-rounded – he was great at acting and had a fantastic public reputation; his talents 

were all squeezed out so there wasn’t a single drop left. If Han Xian Yu joined them, would there still be 

any place for Gong Xu in this house?! 

“Your IQ is too low, so stop talking!” Ye Mu Fan immediately brushed Gong Xu away then continued to 

shake Han Xian Yu’s hand and sealed the deal... 

Chapter 859: Your concubine, I, can’t do it 

 

Ye Mu Fan: “Xian Yu, welcome to the team! Let me know if you need anything. I’ll take care of anything 

for you!” 

Han Xian Yu: “Thank you!” 

Gong Xu was stomping his feet by the side. “Hey...” 

Han Xian Yu walked over to Ye Wanwan’s side. “If you’re worried about things on Cai Yong Sheng’s side, 

Yang-ge has a handle on him. He wouldn’t dare to?breathe a word to the outside.” 

“Furthermore, all of your departures from Worldwide already impacted their reputation quite a bit and 

with Chu Hong Guang’s character, he wouldn’t let Cai Yong Sheng continue to blow things up.” 



“Ye Bai, trust me, alright? I thought about it very carefully before coming to a decision.” 

Ye Wanwan: “Obviously I believe you...” 

Previously, she was worried about Han Xian Yu being impulsive, but he had always been dependable and 

would never do anything he wasn’t prepared for. 

When he made this decision, he solved all of her worries. 

She had to say that this kind of artist, whom she didn’t have to worry about, was truly a manager’s 

dream come true... 

Gong Xu: “Hey, hey...” 

Gong Xu, who was jumping on the side, was unfortunately unable to get his words out, so he dragged 

Luo Chen to the corner. 

“What are you doing?” Luo Chen furrowed his brows and straightened his shirt. 

Gong Xu put his hands on his hips and asked, “Luo Chen, are you dumb? How could you agree to that?!” 

Luo Chen glanced at him. “Why not?” 

With endless enthusiasm, Gong Xu immediately exclaimed, “Have you forgotten what Ye-ge said before? 

Ye-ge loved saying that if I could be 1% as worry-free as Han Xian Yu, he’d?be able to smile while 

dwelling in the land of the dead – what does this tell us? This shows he already wanted to recruit Han 

Xian Yu long ago!” 

“Now Han Xian Yu’s really joining us, and he can act, sing, dance, play the piano, has a multitude of 

talents, is extremely popular in the country, and has a perfect reputation. With him here, would there 

still be a place for the two of us, huh?” 

Gong Xu deliberately placed more emphasis on these three words: “two of us” to pull Luo Chen to his 

side. 

Luo Chen: “...” 

Gong Xu sighed. “Look at you – you’re always so dim-witted. You wouldn’t even know if someone 

betrayed you! You have to be more careful! Let me tell you... AHHHHH it hurts, it hurts...” 

Ye Wanwan could no longer tolerate this. She grabbed Gong Xu’s collar and dragged him over. “What 

nonsense are you spouting?” 

Gong Xu put on an aggrieved look and he rebutted unhappily, “I was speaking the truth. Since when 

have I spouted nonsense?” 

Ye Wanwan: “Since when did you ever have a place?” 

Gong Xu went blank at first before he howled and rolled to the side of the sofa. *cries* “Ye-ge... I don’t 

want to live anymore!” 



With the corners of her mouth twitching, Ye Wanwan said, “You had so much time to think about this 

nonsense. Why can’t you just think about how you can be 1% of Han Xian Yu so I don’t have to worry 

about you at all?” 

Gong Xu: “Your concubine, I, can’t do it...” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 

Han Xian Yu chuckled. “Actually, it’s great that Gong Xu is like this; I’ve always been very envious of him. 

In this industry, everything an artist does is infinitely magnified under the spotlight and very few people 

can live without restraint like him...” 

Ye Wanwan: “Yes... especially after an artist reaches a certain level, there’s nothing much a manager can 

do and most of their time is spent helping him gain a bit of freedom.” 

That was why although she scolded Gong Xu quite frequently, she didn’t force him to do anything as 

long as it wasn’t a matter of principle. 

Upon hearing what Ye Wanwan said, Han Xian Yu smiled at her with an undetectable trace of 

gloominess. With a voice that only he could hear, he murmured, “Too bad there are some freedoms that 

are unachievable in this lifetime...” 

Chapter 860: Best-looking person! 

 

Gong Xu peeped at Han Xian Yu through the gaps of his fingers and mumbled, “Don’t think that by 

saying that, I’ll agree to let you join us...” 

Luo Chen worked with Ye-ge first, so nevermind that he was more favored, but why should this guy who 

joined later get special treatment as well! 

The veins on Ye Wanwan’s forehead popped out.?This b*stard needs a beating before he’ll behave, huh! 

Ye Wanwan rolled her sleeves up and was about to beat him when Han Xian Yu stopped her. He then 

turned to Gong Xu casually, “Gong Xu, you don’t have to worry about a thing, actually. Among all of us, 

your personality is the most prominent and nobody can ignore your presence at any point in time. Also, 

if we’re talking about appearance, yours is the most secure in the group. No one can replace you.” 

Bbb-best looking person on the team!!! 

Gong Xu sat up and grabbed Han Xian Yu’s hand. “Xian Yu-ge, welcome to the team! It’s an honor to 

work with someone with such great taste and foresight.” 

Han Xian Yu: *Cough cough...” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 

Luo Chen: “...” 

Ye Mu Fan: “...”?This brat... 



Since all four people had no objections, Han Xian Yu and Fei Yang were finally a part of the team. Han 

Xian Yu decided to invest by becoming a partner as well. 

That evening, Ye Wanwan booked a private dining room at a hotel to welcome Han Xian Yu and Fei 

Yang. 

Ye Wanwan stood up and raised her glass. “Let’s welcome the two of you to the team! Let me give you 

guys a toast!” 

When Han Xian Yu saw this, he hastily tried to stop her and asked, “Aren’t you not allowed to drink?” 

Ye Wanwan: “A little is fine.” 

Han Xian Yu knew she valued him and seemed to recall something when he chuckled. “Forget it, you 

should just stick to juice. We don’t have to do this...” 

Han Xian Yu sounded more frightened than thoughtful... 

Ye Wanwan muttered, “Am I really so terrible when I’m drunk?” 

Han Xian Yu rubbed his nose. “Not too bad...” 

As he said this, his mind suddenly played back the scene at that time... 

He was sitting in the passenger seat. His bright and watery eyes stared at Han Xian Yu as he broke into a 

smile; the light from his eyes dispersed and it was as if there were hundreds and thousands of white 

flowers blooming. “Ha, how could I throw up when I’m looking at such a beautiful face?”... 

Ye Mu Fan obviously didn’t want his own younger sister to drink, so he hastily said, “What drinks? Just 

drink the fruit juice!” 

Han Xian Yu returned to his senses immediately and changed Ye Wanwan’s glass to juice then made?a 

toast. “Cheers!” 

“Cheers! Let’s welcome senior Xian Yu to the team!” 

“Xian Yu-ge, welcome to the team!” 

... 

Han Xian Yu had a very high EQ. He cared for everyone’s?feelings so it didn’t take long for Gong Xu and 

Luo Chen to click very well with him. 

After the gathering ended, they went their own ways while Ye Wanwan and Ye Mu Fan headed in the 

same direction. 

In the car, Ye Wanwan said, “With the injection of funds by Xian Yu and the endorsements we accepted 

lately, we should more or less have enough to film the movie!” 

Ye Mu Fan nodded. “I hope everything goes smoothly...” 

He then looked at Ye Wanwan and said with a worried expression, “Have you heard about what 

happened at the Ye family?” 



Ye Wanwan: “What?” 

Lately, she had been occupied with work and hadn’t paid much attention to what was going on over 

there. 

Ye Mu Fan hesitated for a long time before he finally said, “Ye Yiyi and Gu Yue Ze... are getting 

engaged... grandma called and told me just a few days ago...” 

Ye Mu Fan observed Ye Wanwan’s reaction, afraid she would be affected by the news. 

Ye Wanwan looked indifferent and didn’t seem to have a change in expression. “Is that so?” 

 


